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A strong
team
The time has finally come
The new MAN trucks make their way from
production onto the streets. The aspiration?
To turn good vehicles into great vehicles.
These new trucks are more efficient,
dynamic and comfortable than ever before.
Ready for a new era.

Go digital
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A strong team
Dr Susanne Bauer and
Dr Sebastian Weig were
the project managers responsible for developing
the new truck generation.
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#Editorial

A question of
team spirit
Now our future begins. This new MAN truck generation not only
enables us to present you with the MOST INNOVATIVE and best
trucks we have ever built, but also to support you in an even
smarter manner as A STRONG PARTNER in all future challenges
faced by the transport sector. Developing the new vehicle provided
us with real challenges. But we mastered them thanks to the many
CLEVER MINDS, ENORMOUS TEAM SPIRIT and above all our collective
know-how. Not only in the early stages of planning did collaboration with our customers and partners play an extremely important
role: to understand what works in practice,
we asked more than 700 drivers at truck
rest areas what is important to them. Our
engineers, designers, test drivers and fabricators have tinkered with details of the new
series for over five years. We consulted with
150 CUSTOMERS from 13 countries around
HOW IT ALL STARTED It was a long journey from
the world and worked out their most pressinitial sketches to the finished vehicle. Around 167,000 working hours have been invested in designing the new TG.
ing needs. Our pride was all the greater as
the first new truck finally rolled off the line
after hundreds of thousands of hours of development, planning
and production. We are certain we can inspire you with this special
edition of the MAN Magazine.
Have fun discovering our new vehicle!

Dr Susanne Bauer
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Dr Sebastian Weig
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#SimplyMyTruck

The all-rounder
As versatile as its challenges: the dynamic
TGM and extremely manoeuvrable TGL now
bring even greater transport performance to
the road. New innovative assistance systems
enable them to demonstrate their absolute
top form in urban distribution.
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Efficiency personified
The new TGX has a drive that is fully
tuned for efficiency and performance, so
it extracts even more power from every
drop of fuel. Our smart long-distance
winner now also features even greater
driving and living comfort.
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#SimplyMyTruck
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Pure strength
There is no mission too difficult for this
payload specialist: whether on the
construction site in mud, gravel and
crushed stone, or in heavy local and
distribution traffic, the strong TGS is an
all-rounder and convinces with even
more power.
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Figures,
please!
An impressive vehicle produces
impressive figures. And we feel that a
little INSIDER KNOWLEDGE at a glance is
in order. Here are some interesting facts
about the new truck.

8
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CAB COLOURS

Many transport companies have special
colour needs or would
like to design their truck in their company
colours. No problem, because the cab is
available in 3,000 nuances. The launch
colour for the new truck is called golden
topaz by the way.

CAB SIZES

are available for
selection by customers. The largest cab,
the GX cockpit, offers
1,148 litres of storage
space – a maximum
storage capacity of
more than a cubic
meter. Freedom of
movement is the
motto. Drivers have
space to stand or
change clothing in
the large central area.
The rotating Vario
passenger seat even
enables them to
comfortably stretch
their legs there. The
comfort bed can be
converted to a sofa
position.

2100
MAN employees
were involved in
the overall project.
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LESS
FUEL CONSUMPTION

CONFIGURATION TOOL

Customers and vendors can
use the online truck configuration
tool to determine around 900 vehicle properties. These include
its intended use, series, chassis,
drive and cab.

All our efficiencyenhancing product
innovations in the
new MAN truck
generation have reduced
fuel consumption
in a standard vehicle
with D26 engine
(Euro 6d) by 8% compared
to a model year
2018 vehicle (Euro 6c).

120
COUNTRIES

This is the number of
countries in which the new
MAN truck generation will be
launched in 2020 and 2021.

PHOTOS: MAN/Joe Hoelzl (cab); GettyImages/fad1986 (laptop)

8%

Makes everyday to
a special one.
discover the hiaB-MoMent

hiabgermany.de

#Strategy

“Perfectly
tailored to the
customer”
This new generation of trucks is entering the market at a
time of major upheaval. JOACHIM DREES , Chairman of the
Management Board at MAN Truck & Bus, explains in his
interview those advantages of the vehicle that are most
important and why it simplifies a customer’s business.
Sönke Wiese

It has been the most important project at MAN Truck &
Bus in recent years and now you are about to introduce
the new TG to the public. What does that feel like?
JOACHIM DREES It’s a wonderful feeling! I can still remember
the moment I saw the initial concepts for the new truck: that
was in April 2015, shortly after I became chairman of the Management Board at MAN Truck & Bus. This first insight totally
fascinated me. Until then, I had only gained an impression of
MAN products from the outside. So I was truly delighted when
I saw all the details in the very first vehicle studies. And then the
real work actually started. Over the past five years, we have
given everything we can to present the best vehicle on the market to our customers and to our customers’ customers. I would
like to thank all those involved. It has been an incredible team
performance. Everyone has extended themselves. All of us at
MAN can be very proud of this great truck. And it makes me
personally proud to be part of this strong team.
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Interview
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MASTERMIND
MAN employees
developed the new
truck under the
leadership of
Joachim Drees.
At the same time, the
chairman of the
Management Board at
MAN Truck & Bus SE
has focused the
company even more
closely on the needs of
its customers.
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How many employees were involved in this development?
J. DREES Initially it was a small group of colleagues who developed the first ideas. We then formed a core team of 80 people
in the second stage and finally there were twenty teams with
representatives from each division – over 200 people worldwide. Ultimately the whole of MAN is engaged in the project, a
total of around 2,100 employees. But we also involved 150 customers: we repeatedly drew them into the development process, because it was extremely important for us to align the
new truck with the needs of our customers right from the start.
To what extent is the launch of the new TG something
very special?
J. DREES Our last launch of this scale was the MAN TGA in
2000 – a unique success story to date. And our new series is
now continuing successful development. You have to imagine:
most employees only experience such an event once in their
working life. So it’s clear that everything in the company has
been focused on this for years. Our new truck generation will
essentially be the flagship for MAN in the future.
The market launch is occurring at a time of major
upheaval, and the transport industry is undergoing a
profound transformation. Is this a good time for a new
generation of trucks?
J. DREES Our new TG is nothing less than the answer to the
challenges and upheavals in our industry. Customers need a
reliable vehicle that is perfectly tailored to their needs – from
efficiency through to handling and comfort. As well as the best
possible service. This is what we offer them with the new MAN
truck generation. They receive the best overall package in the
market from us, which makes their job easier. That’s what it’s
all about. That’s what we mean by our brand promise: simplifying business.
What are the challenges facing the transport industry?
J. DREES One big problem is the lack of drivers. In Europe, for
example, there is a shortfall of around 50,000 drivers. If freight
forwarders want to attract and retain the best drivers, then they
need to offer them the best possible working conditions. Another challenge is the increasing digitisation of all logistics processes. Digital services greatly improve business efficiency and
assist in realising higher margins. But their flip side is the greater complexity with which many of our customers are struggling.
And finally, sustainability is also a key issue. Lawmakers are
demanding a significant reduction in CO2 output. 15 percent by
2025 and 30 percent by 2030. Our new truck offers answers to
this issue: the new vehicle consumes eight percent less fuel in
long-distance traffic than the previous model with a Euro 6c
engine. Eight percent! That’s massive. It reduces emissions in a
sustainable way and means cash for our customers.
What are the most outstanding features that you feel
make the new MAN truck generation the best overall
package on the market?
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J. DREES Four points are particularly important. Firstly, we
have completely redesigned the cab and created the most innovative and comfortable driver’s workplace in the commercial
vehicle industry. Secondly, we ensure even greater efficiency
and cost-effectiveness. The new vehicle reduces fuel consumption by up to eight percent, as I have already stated. This
significantly reduces the total cost of ownership. We have also
improved the payload, enabling up to an additional 230 kilogrammes. The third advantage is optimized uptime. We are the
manufacturer with the most reliable vehicles over the long term.
The TUV reports have been clear for years: our ratio of defect-free vehicles continues to increase. MAN ServiceCare is
our proactive service management package. It can be used to
significantly increase vehicle availability thanks to proactive
planning and intelligent bundling of service appointments. And
finally: we promise our customers a personal, competent and
reliable partnership. Around 1,700 service centres and workshops in 138 countries speak for themselves.

How do you ensure that the technical standard of the new
MAN truck generation is not outdated again in a few
years?
J. DREES We’re using a completely new electronic architecture
for the new generation that is ready to integrate future requirements. Further sensors and functions can easily be retrofitted,
for example. This enables straightforward integration of alternative drives, new assistance systems or automation functions.
We have already reached a new level of digitisation in our vehicle: it is the first fully networked truck, with an infrastructure
open to further digital applications in the future. The supply of
over-the-air services will also be possible in the future. So if a
customer’s needs change, they will be able to adapt their truck
accordingly in the future.
Customer requirements within their modern logistics are
becoming more and more diverse, so our vehicles must
always be tailored more specifically to them. How are
you doing that?
J. DREES We will in future be much more focused on the customer’s transport task and their specific requirements. Our
sales personnel therefore use various criteria to determine the
individual needs of prospective customers. This usually takes
just five minutes and greatly simplifies the entire selection process for the customer. Very specific adjustments are of course
still ultimately possible. What is crucial is that we have become
much more efficient: we now have ten percent more variants on
offer, but twenty percent fewer parts.
So let’s summarise: a more reliable vehicle, a workplace
that is perfectly tailored to the driver, increased
efficiency and economy – these are the key features of
the new TG?
J. DREES That’s right. You don’t actually need to over elaborate, our claim basically says it all: simply my truck. Meaning
that the driver and the carrier have exactly the vehicle they
MA N M AGA ZI NE SPE CI AL
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To what extent does transformation in the transport
industry also alter MAN Truck & Bus as a company?
J. DREES The radical changes in our industry are of course also
changing MAN. The transformation that our company faces
also sets challenges in all areas. Our new truck generation represents this transformation. Our internal realignment also gathered pace with the start of this project. This included research,
production, marketing and communication: we have established new processes and structures in all these divisions – in
parallel with development of the new TG. The main premise
was also to align MAN Truck & Bus internally to be even more
customer-oriented in every corner. So we have not just built a
new truck, we have further developed the entire company. The
entire MAN team gave everything! Above all MAN employees
gave everything all the time. This product contains all of MAN’s
passion and heart. We offer customers the best complete
package on the market, our MAN flagship.
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FULL SPEED AHEAD
Experience the
new generation of trucks
from MAN.

VIDEO

go.man/120filmEN
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Thinktank
for

trucks
Five years of hard work,
intense teamwork and gruelling
test runs are behind them.
Manuel Marx and Stephan
Schütt managed it. Their
idea on paper has been
transformed into a productionready new truck. A visit to the
CHIEF DEVELOPERS at MAN.
Text
Felix Enzian
Photography
Dirk Bruniecki
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T

The trucks and buses of the future will be built in
a specific location: the A60 building in Munich.
Only insiders can access the EPI centre (experimentation, prototype and innovation centre) at
the MAN premises. Two security barriers protect
the secret development work from prying eyes.
360 engineers develop new vehicle concepts in
an area of 33,000 square metres.
One of them is Dr Manuel Marx. The head
of MAN’s overall vehicle development doesn’t
wear a suit or lab coat, but jeans and a pullover.
"We are not freaks in an ivory tower who develop
crazy inventions," says Marx. "Our projects are
geared to the needs of our customers. The results
have to correctly balance the benefits and costs
in order to be marketable."
One example of Marx’s latest "baby" is
standing in front of him in the development workshop. The head of development is proud and almost affectionate about the golden paintwork on
a new MAN TGX. Manuel Marx has devoted himself primarily to this vehicle for the past five years
of his professional life. "We have significantly im-
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Prototyping
Manuel Marx, head of overall vehicle development at
MAN (in the red pullover),
and Stephan Schütt, lead
developer of the cab/
chassis (in the blue suit),
personally reviewed many
of the work steps on the
new TG. 360 engineers in
the MAN EPI centre are
developing the commercial
vehicle concepts of
tomorrow. The building has
extensive workshop areas
on five floors.

proved the man truck’s strengths, corrected its
weaknesses and prepared it for the future using
new EE architecture," he concludes. "This is now
the most optimally balanced truck." The MAN developers paid special attention to the driver’s cab
in the new TG. Stephan Schütt was responsible
for its modernisation. Unlike his colleague Manuel
Marx, the chief designer of the cab/chassis prefers a classic suit. But when you see how the two
joke around together in a good mood, it becomes
clear: the duo is a well-oiled team. They enjoy
working together on new ideas. "We have deliberately focused on the truck driver during our development. Our task was to understand how to
make it easier for drivers to perform their duties
and also improve their living and sleeping comfort," Schütt tell us.

Outside evolution, inside revolution
The inside of the cab has therefore been completely redesigned, while the muscular exterior design has been carefully refined to preserve the
MAN brand identity (see the cab and design
M AN M AGA Z I N E S P EC I A L
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Components under test
The radiator support (large
detail photo) on the new TG
was optimised again after
cracks had occurred during
a long-term application
test. MAN trucks are designed for operational stability over 1.2 to 1.5 million
kilometres. Absolute robustness of the components is mandatory. Initial
models are made of sheet
metal in the laboratory,
printed out in the 3D printer
or constructed from wood.

THE TRUCK’S
STRENGTHS HAVE BEEN
IMPROVED AND ITS WEAKNESSES CORRECTED.
Dr Manuel Marx
Head of overall vehicle development at MAN
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articles on pages 24 and 38). Stephan Schütt
brings the innovation behind the new truck generation to the point with the following phrase: "Outside evolution, inside revolution." Until the truck
took shape, however, the developers at MAN were
extremely busy. Ideas for the successor model
were germinated a few years after introduction of
the first TGX in 2010. "It’s time to think about optimisation as soon as a vehicle reaches a certain
cycle and is being used by lots of transport companies," explains Manuel Marx, describing how
development of the next truck generation began.
Suggestions and new requirements came from
several sides: from MAN’s specialist departments
and primarily from MAN’s customers, who brought
suggestions for improvements to the previous
truck family. Legal requirements regarding crash
safety, which will apply from 2021, also played a
role in these considerations: MAN has to launch

True perfectionists
Manuel Marx and Stephan
Schütt keep an eye on all
development processes.
They watch the journeys
on a test track from the
roof terrace.

MILESTONES

Idea
becomes
reality
Development
of the new TG
occurred over
these five stages.

Start signal
15 MAY 2015 This was
when development of
the new vehicle officially
began.

Concept
18 MARCH 2016 MAN

determined the fundamental elements via the
concept freeze.

Prototype
16 MAY 2017 A complete prototype of the
new truck was built for
the first time.

Forerunners
12 MARCH 2019 The

precursor was produced
on the MAN series production line in Munich.

Première
10 FEBRUARY 2020

The world at large will
experience the new TG
in Bilbao (Spain).
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Climate testing The
chief developers frequently
took a look around the
climate test laboratory.
That is where components
of the new TG were exposed to extreme temperatures and simulated
environmental impacts.
This process ensures
the reliability of materials
used in the truck.

the new model by then at the latest. "The development of a truck is much more complex than that of
a car," states Stephan Schütt. "We have not only
modernised a single vehicle model, but our entire
product portfolio. Such a project is not easy to
manage. The longer development cycles for trucks
meant that only a few employees in the company
had experience of introducing such a completely
updated product." The team of more than 200
MAN employees did however manage the process. The most exciting moment for the developers on the path to launching the new TG was initial
presentation of the finished truck to customers
and trade journalists. "I was very nervous before
this deadline," admits Stephan Schütt. "The intense work meant we became as one with the
new truck, now we had to see how the public
judged our creation." The feedback was overwhelming. Many customers expressed their gratitude for MAN having recognised their wishes and
fulfilled them.

Continuous optimisation
As true perfectionists, Manuel Marx and Stephan
Schütt are constantly looking for ways to improve
the new products. So there is always a lot of activity in the A60 building. New TGs with ephemeral camouflage patterns drive out of the developM AN M AGA Z I N E S P EC I A L
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ment building onto the streets of Munich. Even
just a few months before launch, the new truck
continued to be extensively tested to optimise
the last details. From the vantage of a roof terrace, Marx and Schütt look down onto a test
track with very uneven cobblestones. This vibration-inducing track is used for load simulation.
"Here alone, the new TG completed 30,000 kilometres to test permanent stability of the components," explains Stephan Schütt. The test drivers
had be replaced after half an hour so they didn’t
suffer any health problems due to vibration –
that’s how rigorous the load test is. The developers are only satisfied if the truck meets all the
requirements in terms of functionality, robustness, design and economy. "Not all ideas from
pre-development reach the production stage.
I’m especially proud that we realised the MAN
SmartSelect rotary actuator in the new cockpit,"
says Stephan Schütt. "It’s a revolution in ease
of use."
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Everything
under control
Human machine
interface
The interface between technology
and human beings is called the
human machine interface
(HMI). In a truck, this is
primarily the cockpit.

The driver’s workplace in the new
truck generation has been subjected to a revolution. THE CAB AND
COCKPIT have been completely
redesigned. The focus was on ease
of operation, ergonomics and
high living comfort. Ten years of
research and development with
742 test users made the perfect
cab possible.
Text
Illustration

R

emarkably often it is
small
things
that
stand for big changes.
The three-finger-wide
switch, for example,
right next to the steering wheel. This is the new electric
parking brake, which used to be a
pneumatic lever located in its own
centre console next to the driver’s
seat. But there is no longer a centre
console in the new truck generation.
"I noticed that straight away," says
Manuel Eichleiter. Free through-passage in the cab – if that is not an improvement. Eichleiter, 31 years old
and a professional driver since 2009,
is enthusiastic. He quickly got used to
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Christine Mattauch
Mario Wagner

the new means of manually activating
the parking brake.
Freedom to move, greater
safety and user-friendliness like never
before: these are what distinguish the
new generation of MAN trucks. With
a concept that is already tailored to
the needs of the user in its approach.
The developers did not orient themselves to the previous model for the
new truck, but rather to the everyday
work of its drivers. And this approach
is noticeable in the vehicle: "The vehicle has been completely redefined,"
says Dr Britta Michel, who is head of
the Central HMI Research department and along with her team was
instrumental in its development.

Almost a thousand truck drivers have
given their verdict as test users. One
of them is Manuel Eichleiter. He
drove many kilometres in the simulator and gave his opinion in workshops, for instance on the concept
for ergonomics. Many months later,
he sees the result as a prototype. He
is excited to turn the steering wheel
levers, press buttons, and check the
on-screen menu navigation. The verdict, succinctly: "I like it," he then
pulls the drawers below the dashboard. "A4 fits in easily," he says
contentedly. More space in the cab
– because the centre console is
gone. The fact that it has disappeared has further advantages.

M AN M AGA Z I N E S P EC I A L
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Easy to
operate
People in focus: the cockpit and cab of the new TG
have been completely redesigned to make the
driver’s work as easy as possible. All user interfaces are designed for ease of operation. The driver’s
workplace and living space are more comfortable
than ever before. The HMI team at MAN involved
many test users to help develop the optimum cab
equipment: from drivers for drivers.

Break area
Maximum recovery: over 1,100
litres of storage space make it
easier to store luggage and
supplies. The high-quality bed
with slatted frame pampers with
sleeping comfort. Above all
drivers need a good sleep to be
wide awake at the wheel.

Digital
instrument cluster
The instrument cluster’s fully
digital displays shows all necessary operating informationin
an easy-to-understand
manner.

Comfortable driver’s seat

Multifunction
steering wheel
Clearly structured: the buttons on the multifunction steering wheel are grouped into
islands and can be reached within thumb
radius. Assignment with numerous functions
was avoided as far as possible. So hand
movements are reduced to a minimum. The
steering wheel is very tactile.
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PHOTOS: MAN (6 x); Mattia Balsamini (web)

Designed exclusively for MAN this
comfortable, air-sprung driver’s seat can
easily be adapted to individual requirements
via extended adjustment options. Relaxed,
low-fatigue driving is guaranteed in
combination with the steering wheel’s
significantly extended adjustment range.

Steering column switch
Easy to grip and easy to use: the steering column
switch can be used to shift gears, control continuous braking systems and select driving programs
– all with finger movements in the immediate vicinity
of the steering wheel. Everything can be operated
intuitively and blindly despite consistent bundling of
the essential driving functions.

12-inch
media system
Information concerning navigation, radio, media and
communication is easily
displayed in a uniform
design style.

MAN SmartSelect

MAN EasyControl
Climbing in is history: door
controls enable the driver
to control important truck
functions from the outside,
such as applying the hazard warning lights or activating a work light. This is
convenient, especially on a
construction site or in delivery traffic.

Turn, press, done: the MAN
SmartSelect with its palm rest
for easy control of the infotainment and navigation system
can be operated without any
problems even when driving
on bumpy ground and does
not distract the driver’s view
from the road surface. Designed specifically for commercial vehicles.

Remote control from bed
Practical and captive: the remote control enables functions
such as air conditioning, radio, elevating roof and driving
time control to be conveniently managed whilst lying down.
This promotes recuperation. The remote control is intentionally wired at the request of numerous test drivers – so it
can’t be lost. It can be used in both lying directions. This
allows the driver to react to the truck’s inclination and select
the ideal lying position in the bed.

EXPERIENCING
THE COCKPIT
How much
psychology is involved in the cockpit?

INTERVIEW

go.man/120cockpitEN
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1

2

1 Visual measurement The driving simulator is
used to test whether drivers are
concentrating on the road surface or
whether their view is lingering on the
displays. 2 Driving simulation Test
driver Manuel Eichleiter driving along a
country road. 3 Teamwork Holger
Mohra discussing the design of the
new instrument cluster with
his colleagues.

3
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RESEARCH BY MAN

Developers
of the cockpit

DR BRITTA MICHEL

The head of the Central
HMI Research department has worked on the
new TG with test drivers
and scientists.

HOLGER MOHRA

The department head of
vehicle functions and
HMI is responsible for
series development of
the new driver’s workplace. Together with his
team, he translates the
research department’s
early HMI design ideas
into concrete series con-

PHOTOS: Mattia Balsamini

cepts and finalises them.

M AN M AGA Z I N E S P EC I A L

The gear selector lever is now located on the right-hand side of the
steering wheel; an ergonomically
shaped steering column switch in a
convenient position. Its rotational
movements are optimally matched to
hand movements. The driver also
uses the steering column switch to
operate automated driving programs,
a further development of the previous gear shift programs. Their operation has become much more convenient – thanks to uniform design of
the graphic display screens. These
are designed so that every driver, regardless of their training and experience, can manoeuvre the vehicle as
efficiently and safely as possible. The
large digital TFT display behind the
steering wheel is also new. The
speedometer and rev counter are
only displayed virtually and cropped,
leaving plenty of room in the middle
for more information. Which assistance systems are activated, for example. Important: the imagery is
self-explanatory and concise. "There
are more and more functions in the
cockpit, but they still have to remain
clear for the driver," explains Holger
Mohra, Head of Vehicle Functions
and HMI. "Our new concept is a success in this respect." The basic ergonomic design of the cockpit provides
a clear separation between display
and operation. The distance between
large displays and driver is based on
the television principle: a comparatively large distance improves readability for drivers of all ages. The controls, on the contrary, are all
convenient and can be accessed
safely without moving from a seated
position. The infotainment and navigation system, which are displayed
on a 12-inch screen, have been significantly enhanced. Control is via a
rotary push-button integrated into
the dashboard: the MAN SmartSelect. It can be operated blindly via a
menu selection ring. Supported by a
palm rest, the infotainment system
can be operated safely and intuitively
via MAN SmartSelect, even given the
vibration influences of an air-sprung
Nº1 2020

driver’s seat – always while maintaining a comfortable seating position.
"A real highlight that nobody else offers," says test user Manuel Eichleiter. Drivers view menu information on
the display, which is arranged at a
pleasant viewing level. They look
straight ahead, not down, and are
therefore less distracted from the
traffic. MAN has for the first time created all menu contents to be consistently presented in the same design
style. This also helps ensure that operation is clear and fluid.

Greater convenience,
greater safety
The driving time assistant can also
be activated via the instrument cluster. This prepares the results from the
digital tachograph: at the touch of a
button, drivers can discover how
long the legally prescribed break will
last and when they will reach the
maximum driving time, for example.
"We want to make it as easy as possible for drivers," says Britta Michel.
The operating functions in the
door mean a new level of quality.
Drivers no longer have to climb into
the cab to turn the hazard warning
lights on and off or to adjust the manoeuvring lights – a big safety plus.
Drivers are also supported by improved assistance systems for turning and changing lanes: LED warning
lights on the A-pillar plus an acoustic
warning tone indicate in several stages whether cyclists or pedestrians
are approaching. "It’s great to have
added safety," says Eichleiter. There
is also an LED warning light on the
left A-pillar. It signals approaching
vehicles in the so-called blind spot –
useful for overtaking and when merging onto a motorway. As in the passenger car sector, support from
automated technology is also increasing in truck-based transport.
"The controls should be as future-ready as possible," says Holger
Mohra. Levers or rocker switches
that engage are no longer compatible with modern, flexible software.
So the new truck generation has

more and more buttons whose positions remain unchanged after operation and which can be individually
configured in some cases. The driver
still feels a pressure point during
manual operation and knows that the
function has been successfully
changed. A lot of emphasis was
placed on an integrated haptic concept: it should never be the case that
one button is hard to press and another one easy. The teams around
Britta Michel and Holger Mohra have
been working on further development of a truck’s operating and display elements for over ten years. 742
drivers were interviewed and involved
in workshops, two dozen studies
were conducted and topics such as
the ergonomics and feel of operating
elements were developed in collaboration with universities and research
institutes. But the developers themselves also drove to rest areas,
talked to drivers, viewed their cockpits and their handmade solutions.
Recognising the achievements of the
drivers and taking their wishes seriously – that was the guiding principle
for Michel and her colleagues. "Because it is they, not us, who are sitting in the driver’s seat for hours on
end."
Work should include relaxation. The seat and steering wheel can
therefore be adjusted with a single
movement for short breaks. There
are also very spacious storage compartments in the cab roof that accommodate sports bags. And the
fridge is built into the bottom of the
bed in the living area. All relevant
functions can be controlled via couch
operation, which for the first time has
a display: radio, light and alarm clock
as well as sunroof, central locking
and air conditioning. Getting up is so
much easier if the temperature in the
truck is properly controlled.
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EE ARCHITECT
IT and electronics specialist Stefan Teuchert is
responsible for the electrics and electronics as
well as function and software development for
MAN vehicles. The EE
architecture for the new
MAN truck, on which he
has been working for
many years, is his professional pride and joy.

Fit for
Future
30
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Like a brain, a CENTRAL
COMPUTER in the new
MAN truck processes all
the information and
controls processes
within the vehicle. This
opens up endless possibilities. The truck can
be equipped with new
functions that dock
into the existing system
over its useful life.

INNOVATION

Transportation 4.0
New technical and
digital possibilities
create great opportunities for the transport
sector – perfect for
the new series.

DRIVER
ASSISTANCE
SYSTEMS

Text
Julia Illmer
Photography
Fritz Beck

S

tefan Teuchert is head of electrics
and electronic systems at MAN and
he was fully aware 15 years ago that
the new architecture would have to
be clear, simple, future-proof and
open. It is referred to as the electric
and electronic architecture (EE) in the new vehicles. Over a decade has been spent researching
and developing this architecture. The most important premises included keeping the system as
simple as possible to provide stability and reduce
the likelihood of failures. But at the same time
making it extremely flexible, so that a wide range
of applications can be integrated – even those
that do not yet exist. "We were forced to think
radically to be able to realise this," explains
Teuchert. Vehicles with decentralised EE architectures have been usual until now. Many functions
– from cruise control to turn assist – have their
own hardware. "It’s like having a laptop that only
runs Word. You would need to buy a new laptop if
you want to use Excel. A paradox, but not so unusual in the automotive industry," says Teuchert.
Communication between the installed hardware is
also sometimes difficult and retrofitting has its limits – problems Teuchert and his team wanted to
solve. The result is a completely new EE architecture. Its core is a central computer inside the vehicle, a kind of brain through which all information
M AN M AGA Z I N E S P EC I A L
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Truck drivers have to
be alert and respond to
unforeseen situations
at lightning speed.
Assistance systems
support them and
ensure greater safety.

AUTOMATED
DRIVING

A highway pilot could
replace the driver for
specific driving tasks in
the future. A technology
with loads of potential.

is fed and which controls all required processes.
The great thing about it: new functions can be
loaded via internet interfaces, similar to using a
smartphone, without any need to take the vehicle
to a workshop. These could include functions and
apps that support fuel-efficient driving or help
meet regulatory requirements. It is also straightforward to integrate third-party software. This enables even more functionality and added value for
the user. This openness and flexibility make the
new MAN truck a future-proof and sustainable vehicle. Its real strength will be felt in the coming
years, especially when it virtually updates itself
with new functions in a quick and easy manner.
The new digital truck is also prepared for updates
to the central computer.

One computer, thousands of possibilities
The advantages of the new electric-electronic interior are already felt today. The various assistance systems can cooperate much better thanks
to the central structure. This significantly increases the vehicle’s performance. One example: the
truck’s map data is provided centrally and makes
existing functions like powertrain management
(driving, gear changes), cooling or EfficientCruise
even more proactive. This saves fuel and enables
the systems to react in a more human-like and
intuitive manner. Perfectly coordinated interaction
of various sensors is also one of the most important principles for automated driving. All new
trucks are already equipped with a large number
of assistance systems. New features include turn
assist, which checks the blind spot to ensure
safety when turning and changing lanes.
Despite the numerous new possibilities, the
EE architecture has been tidied up and reduced to
the bare minimum, "because the less there is, the
less there is to go wrong," says Teuchert. A high
level of standardisation and software quality forms
the basis for current and future applications.
Teuchert and his team have thus succeeded in creating a small revolution – a vehicle that is ahead of
its time and which will certainly give new impetus
to the development of automated driving.

DIGITAL FLEET
MANAGEMENT

Vehicles are becoming
rolling computers.
This facilitates their
integration into
digital logistics.
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MISSIO
UNDER
#TestDrive

A new truck has a long way to go before it
is ready for series production. An essential
part in its development is played by the
TEST DRIVERS at MAN. They test the functionality of each component and expose the
vehicle to extreme conditions. In Sweden,
for example, the test pilots manoeuvre the
new truck over icy roads at down to minus
45 degrees Celsius. The truck also has to
prove what it can achieve on the test track
in Munich. A visit to the site.
Text
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#TestDrive
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PHOTOS: Dirk Bruniecki

he truck comes to a stop with squealing tires. It
leaves black marks on the asphalt. The driver
smiles. It worked out. The emergency brake assist
has successfully brought the 40-ton vehicle to a
standstill. The black-and-white patterned camouflage film reveals that this truck is a very special
vehicle. What does it hide? The new TGX from MAN, the
2020 truck generation.
Rainer Miksch, test manager for trucks and buses, and
his staff are working at the test track in Munich to prepare products for series production. They have been testing the new TG
in all model variants for four years. Over 100 test drivers and
test engineers have covered nearly five million kilometres with
60 test vehicles to ensure the new generation meets all customer requirements. "We’ve done that," test manager Miksch
says with certainty.
But the trial teams have to conduct numerous tests to
proceed from prototype to finished product. Mechanics like
Manfred Leopold and engineers like Christian Horn collaborate
closely to achieve this. Their tasks are clearly distributed: Leopold, who is already accompanying the third generation of
trucks on the test track, prepares the trial vehicles for the tests
and equips them with the specific measuring technology. There
can be up to 250 measuring points per vehicle. Horn, in turn,
evaluates the collated data to identify potential vulnerabilities
and then derive appropriate measures. His speciality is the
powertrain, longitudinal dynamics systems and consumption-related functions. The test drivers always check the interaction of a component with the entire vehicle whilst they are
driving. "The interaction of all systems has to function when full,
partially loaded and empty," says Horn. The team therefore
tests each individual feature during a trial. And in different test
scenarios. While the test site in Munich offers the opportunity to
test the vehicle in the early prototype stage, tests on public
roads help to simulate the customers’ working conditions. The
test drivers then demand the maximum from the new TG in
summer and winter tests. This involves them being on site for
several months in Spain and Sweden to test the vehicle under
extreme conditions.
During these summer and winter tests, the Management
Board reviews the vehicles’ degree of development maturity.
This gives Management Board members the opportunity to sit
behind the wheel themselves and get a feel for the truck. The
board members experienced the new truck generation for the
first time during the summer test in 2017. "The ability to demonstrate the vehicles’ maturity level to the Management Board
and discuss possible optimisation is an essential part of the
development process," explains Miksch.

3

5
6

1 Full braking Test drives do leave traces. 2 Driver’s cab Engineer and
test driver Christian Horn believes that entry to the new vehicles has been
greatly improved. 3 Full enthusiasm Rainer Miksch enjoys every working day
on which he can directly experience the product. 4 Undercover The new truck
is equipped with camouflage film when driving on the test track in Munich, so
that it is not revealed before the première. 5 Passion Test mechanic Manfred
Leopold has already driven more than two million test kilometres in 34 years
at MAN. 6 Individual Each test vehicle is tailored to a specific function like MAN
EfficientCruise and equipped with special measuring technology.

4
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#TestDrive
Customer needs take priority

36

On icy
roads
Weather conditions affect
how a vehicle can be controlled. To ensure that the
new truck sits well on the
road and the driver is safe
and comfortable in every
travel situation, the MAN
TEST DRIVERS made their
way into the bitter cold.

Large-scale tests
MAN conducted tests
over a four month
period in Sweden.
2 Exciting Test drivers tested the new
TG in icy conditions.
3 Experience The
test drivers get to
see all sorts of things
during the trials: reindeer in the wild, for
example. 4 Safety
The test drivers install
snow chains over
the truck tires.
1

PHOTOS: Dirk Bruniecki (background); Bernhard Huber

The ability to offer customers the best possible vehicle requires
customer requirements to be the focus of development and testing
right from the start. "I’m the first customer for my staff," states
Rainer Miksch. This involves the test manager switching into different roles. Sometimes he is a driver travelling in long-distance traffic,
sometimes a customer from the distribution sector. But the customers themselves are also involved in bodies such as the Expert
Advisory Board. Some of them test individual features in their daily
work – like EfficientCruise, a GPS-controlled cruise control system.
This enables MAN to address any improvement requests and make
adjustments before the official launch.
Miksch and his team check every detail, whether it relates to
technical or structural aspects. "We decide how the customer will
subsequently experience the vehicle," says Miksch. Different viewpoints come together during the tests. "We discussed at one point
whether drivers needed a place to store their mobile phone, newspaper or glasses right by the bed, or whether next to the dashboard
was sufficient," he relates. As banal as this detail sounds, it’s crucial
to the driver’s comfort. In addition to more efficient and safer working, the new TG will enable a significant improvement in driving and
living comfort within the cab. "The structure of the cab, its storage
space and operating concept have been massively optimised,"
says test mechanic Manfred Leopold. Now the driver can move
more freely in the cab, which is particularly noticeable during long
tours. "You can also adjust the seat and steering column to a perfect fit, and you can feel this difference immediately," explains Leopold. This means the driver can now concentrate even more fully on
the traffic. This is made possible by the newly designed display
concept and the optimised door mirror system.
The team has also had a direct influence on the assistance
systems. They were involved in the development of turn assist, for
example, which finally closes a central truck safety gap: the blind
spot. Development of this system was a challenge, relates Manfred
Leopold looking back. The system should only warn the driver if a
pedestrian or cyclist is within the blind spot, but not if it involves
static objects, such as an advertising column. Correct calibration of
the radar sensors was decisive here. It included the testers appraising this by placing themselves next to the trucks at different distances. When the system was operational, they tested it in real-world
situations – across Europe. "The system also has to cope with road
markings in Slovenia, Italy and England," explains Leopold. For
Miksch and his employees, the result is more than satisfactory after
four years of work. "The driving experience is agile and dynamic,"
says Miksch. "We also introduced many modern approaches to the
vehicle and created a perfect mix of old and new."

1

E

ach year in Sweden and Spain
Rainer Miksch, test manager
for trucks and buses and his
staff, test how a truck works under
extreme conditions. Around 250 employees with 50 vehicles make their
way to Scandinavia for winter testing.
From December to March they tested the new truck extensively at down
to minus 45 degrees Celsius – even
on public roads.
The focus was on functionality of the heating, ventilation and air
conditioning systems – as well as
the low friction values on snow and
ice. Because the new truck should
also be comfortable to drive in winter and safe during journeys. Conditions were not easy for the test drivers. They had to manoeuvre the
vehicles safely on icy roads, even
though they were still in the development stage. "This is where we
rely on our most experienced staff,"
says Miksch. Management Board
members visited the team on site at
the end of each test session, discussed matters with him and tested
the truck themselves. The chief test
driver likes this exchange: "We all
work together to achieve the perfect
product."
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MINUS 45 DEGREES

The most exciting
moments with the new truck
at the cold test in Sweden.

PHOTO STORY

go.man/120swedenEN
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#Design

Clear
lines

Perfectly formed and functional like never before:
the new TG features A DYNAMIC EXTERIOR DESIGN
with highlights like LED headlights and the new radiator
grille. Holger Koos and Rudolf Kupitza have developed
a design for the truck that combines progress and
tradition. So a true MAN.
Felix Enzian

Photography

Golden topaz, phantom blue and anthracite grey:
these three colours were used for the new series
for its market launch. The MAN designers are
sending out clear messages with the choice of
colours: "The gold paintwork stands for value and
tradition. It signals that the truck can withstand
the highest demands regarding reliability and value retention," explains Holger Koos, head of vehicle design at MAN. The blue paintwork also
evokes positive associations, symbolising sustainability and future viability. The designer is
thinking in particular about the future range of alternative drives for MAN trucks. The message of
anthracite grey, in turn, is obvious: grey like a
rock, durable and indestructible. This colour signature is especially intended for the new TGS as a
construction site vehicle in heavy terrain.
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Robert Rieger

Value retention is not only reflected in the colour
selection for product launch – it is a guiding principle that shapes the entire design of this new
vehicle generation. "Our customers want the new
truck to be immediately recognisable as a MAN,"
says Rudolf Kupitza, head of truck design.
The design team has therefore taken a
cautious approach to the truck’s exterior design.
The predecessor generation should not appear
outdated compared to the successor. So the
new TG is externally geared toward family similarity with the existing vehicle portfolio. The new
truck’s designers are nevertheless clearly showing indications of progress and the future. "We
have further developed the strengths of the MAN
truck through its design. The new vehicle arouses more emotions, yet at the same time it has

PHOTOS: MAN (sketches)

Text

1

HEADLIGHTS

+ Radiantly beautiful:
The new LED headlights
look like a lion’s eyes.
They are also a functional
plus because they are
economical in terms of
energy consumption and
long service life.

2
ENTRY

+ Improved ergonomics:
the entry was moved back
a little, the step surfaces
are wider. The driver can
conveniently climb straight
and without having to
bend. Descent is also
facilitated by the step
arrangement.

3
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DOOR HANDLE

+ Distinctive shape: the
shape of the door handle
supports the dynamic
impression made by the
side of the cab.
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#Design

4
INDICATORS

+ Attention to detail:
the indicator lights are
decorated with MAN
logo and chrome. MAN
design is characterised
by high quality even in
the smaller model.

6

5

EXTERIOR
MIRRORS

+ Greater field of view:
the exterior mirrors were
moved slightly backwards
and shaped to be more
aerodynamic. The rear
view mirror does not obstruct the view to the side
and the driver has a good
view of the next lane.

AERODOMES

+ Trademarks: the side
aerodomes are a typical
feature of the MAN truck
family. Reduced to three
sharply contoured
curves, they are even
more effective.

7
WIND
DEFLECTORS

+ Aerodynamics is the
key: the wind deflectors
don’t just look sleek. They
help reduce the truck’s
drag. This pays off due to
less consumption and fewer emissions.
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Function meets aesthetics
Lead designers Holger Koos
(left) and Rudolf Kupitza (right)
working with their team.

improved functionality," says Kupitza. The redesigned front end of the new truck generation
creates an intense emotional expression. "We
have elaborated even more of the lion’s face on
the MAN truck," states Kupitza. Beneath the
striking chrome moulding with the lion logo, the
black radiator grille forms the lion’s mouth. This
creates an even more powerful appearance,
since the black trim continues to the bumper
area. "The dynamically shaped structure of the
bumper simultaneously reminds us of a feline
predator that is ready to pounce," says chief designer Holger Koos, describing the vehicle’s appearance. "Viewers may not be aware of these
features, but they feel the impression of animalistic force and dynamism in the new TG." The
new LED headlights help make the new truck the
lion king. Their curved shape suggests the fierce
eyes of the predator. "Although we have taken
care not to make the truck too aggressive," says
designer Rudolf Kupitza. "A MAN truck is a sympathetic road user."
The increased design dynamics continue
on the side of the cab. The projections behind
the side window, internally referred to as "aerodomes" , have now been more obviously presented as a visual brand element for the MAN
truck family. Their number has been reduced
from five to three to make the lines more promiM AN M AGA Z I N E S P EC I A L
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nent. The contour has become sharper. Sharp
like the claws of a lion.
The side windows, wind deflectors, door
handles and door handle beading were also given
dynamism in their design. The expression of muscular agility in design is not merely an optical plaything. The vehicle has in fact gained in terms of
aerodynamics. This has a positive effect on fuel
consumption.
Form should always support functionality.
Design offers added value for the user. These are
the thoughts that guide MAN designers. This applies to the whole vehicle as well as to details on
the new TG. The door mirrors, for example. The
shape and position of the mirrors has been
slightly changed, with the positive effect that the
driver now has a wider field of view. The door
entry has been moved to the rear and thus improved in terms of ergonomics. The designers
have also expended a lot of loving work on the
lateral indicator units: these are chrome-plated
and have the MAN logo on them. "Such subtleties emphasise the high quality of the vehicle and
generate emotions," says Rudolf Kupitza. The
MAN designers’ conclusion: the new TG looks
modern, but not over-styled. It embodies precision, quality, value retention and reliability. These
are strengths that are significant in the transport
business.

IT ALL STARTED
WITH SKETCHES
PHOTO STORY The designers
of the new truck generation
open up their archive.

go.man/120designarchivEN
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#Production

Perfectly
in
sync

MAN is moving at
a brisk pace: A few
minutes cycle time per
assembly station, 1,800
newly trained workers
and 190 robots working
around the clock. The
new truck determines
the processes – in the
MAN FACTORY IN MUNICH

as well as worldwide.
Text
Till Schröder
Photography
Felix von der Osten
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1. Body shop Up to 480 cabs pass off the line here daily, both for the new and previous series. The body shop received a new hall and
the robot arsenal was increased from 47 to 190 to successfully boost its performance. 2. Paint shop The first newly designed truck cabs
have been given their market-launch colour: golden topaz. The finishing touches follow later in the LED light tunnel. Hikmet Akbulut checks
the flawless surface during haptic testing.
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3. Cab equipment and truck assembly The bodies are moved from the paint shop into the assembly hall. The new and the previous truck
differ in their assembly. 1800 operators were trained on the new processes. The cab assembly has been extended by twelve stations. This
enables the different equipment variants for the new truck to be batch-produced. Conversion of production in Munich cost around 120 million
euros. 4. Marriage The cab of a new MAN TGX is mounted on the chassis. This truck is intended for test drives ahead of the product launch
and is therefore covered with camouflage film. 5. Test bed Driving procedures are finally reviewed on the test bed. This finished TGX also
bears the ephemeral camouflage pattern.
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ed-hot sparks are flying. Welding operations produce a blue flickering. The body shop at the MAN
factory in Munich offers a bright spectrum of colours: the galvanised body parts flash brightly between the orange tentacles of the welding robots.
One after another they fix the outer skin on the
new MAN truck. Up to 480 cabs run off the line here daily, both
for the new and previous series.
"Everything runs in a highly automated fashion," says
Dr Christoph Rimpau. Pride is apparent as he speaks. As project manager for production and logistics, Rimpau has modified
the manufacturing process for introduction of the new TG
throughout the MAN factory network – from Europe to South
Africa. "The last time we faced such a large restructuring was
20 years ago," he stresses. Preparations for the new vehicles
have turned the main factory in Munich upside down. The body
shop was given a new hall and the robot arsenal was considerably increased. Instead of 47, over 190 robots are now grafting
around the clock. A new paint shop has been built, the most
environmentally friendly in Europe. A brand new combined heat
and power unit supplies the production facilities. MAN set aside
1.1 billion euros for modernisation and expansion at the Munich
site, a large proportion of which flowed into production.
After the body shop, the next station is the multi-storey
paint shop. It becomes very colourful after the huge dipping
facilities. Robots are painting the first round of the newly designed truck cabs in their market-launch colour: golden topaz.
The finishing touches follow later in the LED light tunnel. The
painters were the first in the factory to integrate the new truck
into their series production. The prototypes were already painted there. "It involved a lot of manual work at the beginning. We
learned to do this step by step, and we have introduced more
and more work steps onto the line," says Tim Hartgenbusch,
head of the paint shop. The new TG is now practically already
in series production, partly because our staff quickly internalised the truck’s new geometry. "We do after all want to excel at
our job," says Hikmet Akbulut. This includes the painters memorising new profile lines to more quickly detect defects such as
runs or inclusions. They also learnt how to handle the new
spray insulation. This helps reduce noise inside the cab.

flaged. "We use them as training material and gradually dismantle them," he says mischievously. 1800 workers want to be
trained. Each participant dismantles and reassembles their part
five to six times, initially for understanding, later under time constraints. We have learnt from previous product launches, relates Lerch: "It’s more difficult to memorise work steps on the
line if you aren’t allowed to practise them in depth. There’s no
spare time on the line." The reason for a specific action would
fall by the wayside. Such expertise is however particularly important to avoid damage – when sensitive control units are simultaneously integrated into the wiring harnesses, for example.
The transition is not easy, but anticipation of the new model is
motivating. "Our employees were allowed to see the entire vehicle at an early stage, even sit in it. They all got out brighteyed," says Lerch.
The production line has been considerably expanded to
perfectly integrate the new truck’s variance and equipment into
the cycle. Cab assembly has even been completely reorganised, expanded by twelve stations and had its cycles rearranged. 2.30 to 4.45 minutes are granted to each station so
that 200 finished trucks can roll onto the test stand every day,
explains Rimpau. He and his team feel well prepared: "The first
vehicles have been on the production line for a year before the
start of series production." So there is enough time for fine adjustment. Improvements in quality control included the painting
of all plastic parts being brought into the Group – to Steyr –,
honing of the capacities and profiles of the locations, determination of more efficient assembly sequences and expansion of
modularisation and pre-assembly: the new generation of trucks
determines the rhythm of the machines – and that of the entire
company. It’s the pace of the future.

Large-scale training programme
The dried bodies move quietly from the paint shop into the assembly hall next door. Rafael Czech is at the line watching a
"marriage" – as the cab is mounted on the chassis. Four workers ensure alignment and tighten bolts. Team coordinator
Czech is accompanying them: "You have to relieve the pressure, be with the team." That is how they best learn the new
processes and procedures. In parallel with production of the
previous series, which is still running for at least two years, the
factory workers have to incorporate production of the new TG.
MAN is confronting this challenge with a large-scale training
programme. New work routines are being practised in the MAN
academy at the site. Thomas Lerch, head of the production
academy, is standing next to two cabs that are still camouM AN M AGA Z I N E S P EC I A L
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THE BIRTH OF
A TRUCK
How the first new
MAN TGX passed through
the production line.

STORY

go.man/120produktionEN
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#Moments

TRUCK
FAMILY

Strong types that write commercial vehicle history:
MAN has evolved as the demands of the transport
industry have continuously changed in every
decade. Every new truck sets standards in terms
of performance, comfort, safety, efficiency and
design. The TRUCK EVOLUTION reached its peak
with the new MAN truck.

1986

THE F90 OFFERS
PLENTY OF SPACE

1951

THE LEGENDARY
F8 SHORT HOOD
The powerful F8 was
the engine that shaped
the image on the streets
during the economic
miracle in the 1950s.

1976

MAN-BÜSSING
16 U IN USE

RETROSPECTIVE
Great moments
and milestones in truck
history at MAN.

SERIES

go.man/120momentsEN
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A number of truck
models from Büssing
were introduced into
the portfolio in the
1970s under the name
MAN-Büssing. The
16 U was distinguished
by a special feature in
truck construction: an
underfloor engine.
MA N M AGA ZI NE SPE CI AL
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PHOTOS: MAN Truck & Bus historisches Archiv (1951, 1976, 1986, 1994); MAN (2000, 2007); Joe Hoelzl (2020)

Comfort was the new
maxim of the 1980s.
The cab of the F90
testifies to this: the
most comfortable and
ergonomic at the time.
Even the fittings were
now glare-free.

2020

HERE COMES
THE NEW TGX
Best driver’s workplace
ever: the new TGX heralds the future.

2000

TGA AT A CONSTRUCTION SITE
From 2000 onwards
the signs were set for
innovation. The truck
generation Type A not
only set standards in
long-distance traffic
with aerodynamics,
comfort and assistance systems, but
formed the backbone
of the new construction boom.
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IN THE COCKPIT OF
THE MAN F2000
The spacious cab,
comfortable seats and
storage areas in the
F2000 were a real luxury at the time.
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INTRODUCTION OF
TGX AND TGS
Great success: both
MAN truck models
receive the coveted
"Truck of the Year" award.
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Photography

MAN/Joe Hoelzl

#SimplyMyTruck

The
future is on
the way
48
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Climb aboard,
drive away, feel good
The new truck generation is ready to define the
future of transport. The truck offers a new way
of driving and working with unique operating,
sleeping and living comfort. Thanks to the best
cab MAN has ever developed.
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#Zoom

What detects
movements?
Each vehicle consists of a wide variety of
small parts. But what actually does what?
Take a guess ...
Even in bad weather and unfavourable visibility,
this sought-after object detects the hard-to-see
side area next to the vehicle. It forwards the collated data to the control system, which visually
and acoustically warns the driver should the occasion arise. This can significantly improve the
safety of pedestrians and cyclists in local traffic.
Which part is it?

Take part and win!
We will conduct a draw from the correct entries. The prize is a pair
of Bose SoundSport Free Bluetooth headphones. Send us your solution
by e-mail to: zoom@man.eu or via our corporate website

Correct! The answer to the previous issue was the slack adjuster. Winners
of the prize draw are Rudi Pfleger and Gerd Riedner.

Closing date is 10 May 2020. There is no right of appeal. Terms and conditions of participation: Prizes will be drawn from all correct submissions. The valid postal address of participants is required so that
winners can be notified. A cash payment in lieu of prizes is excluded. The participant agrees that their name will be published in the event of a win. The winners will be notified in writing. MAN Truck & Bus SE
employees, their relatives, and external service providers who are or were involved in implementing the competition are excluded from participating. Data protection: participants agree that their personal data may
be collected, stored and used to implement and manage the prize draw. This data will only be used for the prize draw and will be deleted after the draw. Sending us an email and participating in the prize draw will
be deemed as consent that you agree with the terms and conditions of participation.
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PHOTOS: Felix van der Osten; Bose

www.mantruckandbus.com

PALFINGER AG · 5101 Bergheim, Austria · E-Mail h.roither@palfinger.com

Rahofer.

WE CREATE THE FUTURE.
In the middle of the fourth industrial age, new technical possibilities and the increase in networking
mean that we can start creating the machines of tomorrow today. As an innovation leader and
global player in the field of Lifting Solutions, we are heavily involved in this development.
Because it’s in our DNA to continuously shape the industry with intelligent system
solutions and unique functionality for the future.

PALFINGER.AG

WHEN THE TIMING’S
UNCOMFORTABLE ...

... BUT YOUR
WORKPLACE
IS NOT.

The new MAN TGX. Simply my truck.
No matter how uncomfortably tight the deadline may be, the new MAN TGX never
falls short on comfort – because the new cab design revolves around one individual:
the driver. Its revolutionary concept makes driving easier and more comfortable
than ever, and new features – such as the intelligent MAN SmartSelect infotainment
control system and the innovative, digitised driver cockpit with two 12.3-inch colour
displays – make operation child’s play. #SimplyMyTruck

